
HAPPY FRIENDSHIP DAY ESSAY

Here are the few grateful essays on friendship for students which will be helpful We all need a friend with whom e can
share our happiness, sadness and other.

I am glad that, I got this opportunity to help my fellow students understand the importance of this day. Just as
spring can bring blooming flowers, singing birds and dancing butterflies, our friends can make us have broad
smiles, cheerful hearts and chirpy tunes to hum. It is love that friends share generously. But sometimes the
meaning of friendship becomes changed totally due to some fake and fraud friends who always use another
one in wrong ways. Friends have intimate relationship and ca trust to each other forever. It could be anyone
with whom you share a very special bond. It is the most comfortable zone where we feel a sense of being in
the shade of love. True friendship is the unique gift that we get from God and it makes life a beautiful
celebration. Friendship Day Essay Friendship day is celebrated internationally, and everyone celebrates this
festival in his or her own way. It is based on the trust, feelings and proper understandings to each other. Friend
is counted as that person who always stands for you when you done any mistake and helps you when you need
them. In general in schools and in colleges, students during friendship day prepare for best friendship day
speech while celebrating this great day of rejoicing friendship. Friendship is all about love A true friend is one
who loves you and appreciates you as you are. Friendship can develop between persons having similar or
different passions, emotions or sentiments. And that is what enables them to also share their miseries, troubles
and pains as also joys, pleasures and successes. Your true friend loves you come what may. In a world where
everyone thinks of themselves and is concerned only of their own welfare if you have a true friend on whom
you can bank on you are indeed lucky. Your real friend is one who may not praise you to your face, but will
praise you at heart and thank God for the love and friendship she or he shares with you. I would like to present
in front of you a short speech on friendship day and would love to hear a response full of excitement and
fervour. It is not created for the nonce. We should try to avoid misunderstanding with our friends as your
friend will never ever do anything intentionally to anguish you. However, sometimes lending or borrowing of
money from friends keeps friendship in great risk. With a friend you can share so much of your life. Different
people and different genre of people have variant means of revelling the day. When we are with our friends we
have a good time. Today I am going to put forward a few of my opinions on friendship day and friendship.
Friendship Paragraph 4 words Friendship is a bond that is built carefully and treasured fiercely. They are the
people who will leave their friends in bad times. Your true friend wants to see you happy just as you always
wish your friend to be joyful. Firstly I would like to wish a very Good Morning to everyone, respected,
teachers and my dear friends. As a gregarious and social being he lives and interacts with so many people all
through his life. It may be your mother or your father.


